Self-imitation in prosody training: A study on Japanese learners of Italian
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Abstract
The proficiency in a second language is fully attained only if students have learnt to modulate the rhythmic and prosodic parameters equivalent to those of the native speakers. This study is aimed to test the pedagogical effectiveness of the self-imitation technique for the purpose of developing a native-like prosodic competence. Seven intermediate Japanese learners of Italian (NNSs) and 2 native Italian speakers (NSs) were involved in a read speech activity. NSs and NNSs were asked to read and record two Italian sentences conveying three different pragmatic functions (granting, order, request). NNSs performed the task twice, before and after the self-imitation prosodic training. The items used for the training were obtained by transferring the suprasegmental features of the native speakers, used as donors, to the Japanese learners, considered as the receivers. During the training phase, Japanese learners mimic their utterances previously modified to match the prosody of the reference native speaker, and then recorded the new performance. Seventeen native Italian listeners rated pre- and post-training productions for pragmatic function and accentuatedness. The results indicate that self-imitation promoted an improvement in learners' performances in terms of communicative effectiveness. Conversely, average rate of accentuatedness does not change significantly before and after training.

Index Terms: L2 prosody teaching and learning, foreign accent, prosodic transplantation technique

1. Introduction
Adult second language acquisition is a very complex process that is usually characterized by general failure and variation in success [1]. The proficiency in a second language is not fully attained if students have just interiorized the phonological, morpho-syntactic and lexical rules of the target language. Even advanced L2 learners, indeed, may commit pragmatic failures if they are not aware of the cross-linguistic differences in speech act realization rules [2]. For example, members of one culture are likely to perform requests more or less directly than members of another culture [3]. Requests addressed to social inferiors might tend to be phrased more directly than requests addressed to superiors, or vice versa [4].

Additionally, advanced learners can be perceived as foreigner to the social or ethnic group which native listeners think to be part of if their spoken productions present phonetic and prosodic deviations from standard pronunciation. Although the suprasegmental features of speech play a crucial role in everyday spoken communication and in foreign accent detection [5]-[7], for long time they have been relegated to a purely expressive function [8]. Moreover, the near-exclusive attention paid by foreign language pedagogy on segmental accuracy overshadowed the importance of prosody and intonation in second language acquisition [9]-[14]. Nevertheless, the end state of L2 learners matches the competence of an L1 speaker only if students have learnt to modulate the rhythmic and prosodic parameters equivalent to those of the native speakers [15]-[18].

The improvement of the prosodic competence in an L2 is a current issue in the area of spoken language technology for education and language learning [19]-[21]. During the last decades, studies on computer assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) have emphasized the importance of the student/teacher voice similarity for the enhancement of pronunciation skills. Particularly interesting are the outcomes presented by Probst et al. [22]. They found that the better the match between the learners' and native speakers' voices, the more positive the impact on pronunciation training. L2 English students who mimicked a well-matched native speaker in terms of articulation rate and f0 were more accurate than students who imitated a poor match. These results suggested the existence of a user-dependent “golden speaker” and, additionally, led Felps et al. [23] to assume that the optimal ‘golden speaker’ for learners is ‘their native-accented selves’. It would be a great advantage for L2 learners to listen their own voices previously modified to match the prosody of the reference native speaker. Pedagogically speaking, the most effective technique to achieve native-like prosodic competence would be self-imitation. In other words, learners should imitate their own voice producing native accented utterances. According to [23], the process of foreign accent conversion will also enable students to understand more easily the differences between their foreign accented utterances and their ideal native counterparts. In this way, it would be possible to overcome one of the major limitations suffered by CAPT software - the lack of sufficient correct feedback [24].

The effectiveness of prosodic-conversion methods has already been tested on Japanese learners of L2 English [25], on Italian learners of L2 German [26] and on English learners of Mandarin Chinese [27]. However, the use of prosodic modification to teach Italian prosody was only recently investigated [28], [29].

Preliminary researches were conducted on Chinese learners with an intermediate and elementary level of linguistic competence. These studies were based on the prosodic transplantation technique [30], [31], based on the PSOLA (Pitch-Synchronous Overlap and Add) algorithm [32], implemented in Praat [33]. Through this technique, the acoustic parameters (pitch, intensity, articulation rate, duration of pauses) of the native Italian speakers (the "donors") were transferred to L2 speakers (the "receivers"), without altering the segmental sequence. Results of these studies have shown the effectiveness of the prosodic transplantation technique in developing a native-like prosodic competence. Chinese students trained to mimic utterances of their own voices with native accent were rated more communicatively accurate than
those who imitated utterances from a reference Italian speaker. The self-imitation technique had a positive impact also on accentnedness for intermediate learners. Post training productions were rated more native-like than pre-training performance.

2. The study

2.1. Objectives and participants

The purpose of this study is to extend the investigations on pedagogical effectiveness of self imitation prosodic training on another group of students: Japanese learners whose first language (L1) is distant typologically, phonetically and rhythmically from Italian.

To the purpose, the research was conducted at the Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, in Japan. Seven Japanese learners of Italian were involved into the study. The Non-Native Speakers of Italian (NNSs, henceforth), were 2 males and 5 females, were aged between 21 and 28 and had an upper intermediate level of linguistic competence (B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference). They had been studying Italian in their country, in a formal learning environment for 5-6 years. Moreover they had studied Italian language and linguistics for one year in some Italian universities. They had no hearing or language impairments.

Two native Italian speakers (NSs, henceforth), one male and one female, aged 27 and 25 respectively, took part to the research as ‘donors’ of their prosodic parameters to the Japanese learners, considered as ‘receivers’. NSs had been living in Japan for 6 months when the research was being conducted.

2.2. Pre-training session

NNSs and NSs were involved in a read speech activity. The stimuli were two Italian sentences (1. Accendi la radio/ eng. You turn on the radio; 2. Chiudi la finestra/ eng. You close the window). Due to the lack of morphological and syntactical means for distinguishing sentence modality, in Italian intonation plays a crucial role in shaping the pragmatic function of an utterance [34]. In other words, a sentence like Leggi il giornale (eng. You read the newspaper) could be uttered as a question, a statement or an order by exclusively manipulating its melodic contour.

Basing on this specific characteristics of Italian language, the two sentences had to be read with three different communicative intentions: request (R), order (O) and granting (G).

Sentence 1: Accendi la radio
- (Request) Accendi la radio? / eng. Can you turn on the radio?
- (Order) Accendi la radio! / eng. Turn on the radio!
- (Granting) Accendi la radio. / eng. Ok, you can turn the radio.

Sentence 2: Chiudi la finestra.
- (Request) Chiudi la finestra? / eng. Can you close the window?
- (Order) Chiudi la finestra! / eng. Close the window!
- (Granting) Chiudi la finestra. / eng. Ok, you can close the window.

It is important to underline that this kind of task is supposed to be challenging for Japanese learners, whose L1 is constrained by syntactical, lexical and prosodic devices to vary the pragmatic meaning of an utterance [35]. In order to prevent NNSs from misunderstanding the meaning of the Italian sentences, and particularly the pragmatic function to convey, the sentences and the intended communicative intentions were translated to their L1. The translations were made by a native Japanese speaker specialized in Italian language and linguistics.

Participants were instructed to read aloud the sentences from a computer screen, modulating the pitch contour to perform the three different speech acts. The utterances were displayed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frase 1</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RICHIESTA</td>
<td>Accendi la radio?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMANDO</td>
<td>Accendi la radio!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCESSIONE</td>
<td>Accendi la radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCESSIONE</td>
<td>Chiudi la finestra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHIESTA</td>
<td>Chiudi la finestra?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMANDO</td>
<td>Chiudi la finestra!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sentence 2: Chiudi la finestra.
- (Request) Chiudi la finestra? / eng. Can you close the window?
- (Order) Chiudi la finestra! / eng. Close the window!
- (Granting) Chiudi la finestra. / eng. Ok, you can close the window.

In this phase of the research (Pre-training phase, henceforth) they had to read the sentences according to the three pragmatic meanings, neither listening to a native model, nor receiving any clue about how to differentiate the three tunes. They were only allowed to train separately and then, when they felt confident, the recordings were performed. The recordings were taken in single sessions, in the silent room of Tokyo University, at 44.100 Hz sampling rate. The same recording protocol was used with the two native Italian speakers. The corpus of read speech collected in the Pre-training session (pre-training production, henceforth) consisted of:
- 42 utterances in L2 Italian (7 NNSs * 2 sentences * 3 communicative intentions)
  - 14 requests, 14 commands, 14 grantings
- 12 utterances in L1 Italian (2 NSs * 2 sentences * 3 communicative intentions)
  - 4 requests, 4 commands, 4 grantings.

2.3. Self-imitation prosodic training

The self imitation prosodic training requires the execution of the prosodic transplantation procedure as a preliminary step. In order to transfer the acoustic parameters from the utterances produced by the native Italian speakers (the “donors”) to the corresponding ones performed by the Japanese learners (the “receivers”), a series of operations were realized:

- manual segmentation of the utterances produced by NSs and NNSs in consonantal and vocalic portions, by means of the software Praat.
treatment of anomalies so that the segments of the utterances produced by the ‘donors’ (NSs) can be aligned to those produced by the ‘receivers’ (NNSs), - transplantation of duration, - pitch contour superimposition.

The last two operations were automatized through a Praat script and then applied to the voices selected for this study. For the transplantation procedure the criterion of donor-to-receiver gender match was followed. The voice of the male NS was paired with the voices of male NNSs. The voice of female NS, instead, served as a ‘model’ for the utterances produced by the female Japanese learners.

After the manipulation procedure, a new corpus of 42 synthesized utterances was built. These utterances underwent self-imitation treatment. During this session, each learner trained to mimic their utterances with native accent as many times as they need to approximate the model. When they felt confident, they recorded the new performance. Consequently, a new corpus of 42 post-training performances (14 requests, 14 commands, 14 grantings) was collected. We will refer to these performance as post-training productions.

2.4. The perception test

The effectiveness of the self-imitation prosodic training for the improvement of the prosodic competence in Italian was tested by means of a perception test. The 42 pre-training productions and the 42 post-training productions were randomly arranged and divided into three groups of 28 items each, interspersed with a break of 10 minutes in order to avoid information overload.

Seventeen native Italian listeners, aged between 23 and 30, familiar with different foreign accents, but with no prior knowledge of Japanese, listened to the three groups of items. For each of them they were asked:
- to identify the conveyed pragmatic functions choosing between five given options, three expected (‘request’, ‘order’, ‘granting’) and two distractors (‘statement’ and ‘other’);
- to rate the degree of foreign accentness on a five-point scale (1 = native accent; 5 = strong foreign accent).

The test was administered online through the software SurveyGizmo.

2.5. Results

In the analysis of data, we will start to examine the relationship between expected and perceived pragmatic functions for the pre- and post-training productions. This will allow to infer the prosodic contours that are mostly confused by L2 learners. As for the data regarding the pre-training phase, the confusion matrix in table 1 shows that for Japanese learners, the request is the easiest speech act to perform. This was correctly recognized by 52.74% of Italian listeners. The percentage of correct identification falls below the 40% with orders, that is mostly confused with requests (32.35%). The recognition threshold falls below the 10% with granting, generally confused with order (47.68%).

After the self-imitation prosodic training (tab. 2) all speech acts were more neatly recognized. Even more, the confusion between intended and perceived pragmatic meanings decreases considerably for orders and grantings. In order to better assess the validity of self-imitation, we will compare the percentage of correct answer obtained before and after the prosodic training (table 3). Then, we will contrast the percentage of correct match between intended and perceived pragmatic meanings for training phase and speech act (table 4). These data enable to gain insight on the speech acts for which self imitation was mostly effective.

As it is shown in table 3, the average percentage of correct match between intended and perceived pragmatic functions in the post-training phase exceeds the one obtained in the pre-training phase of about 26 points. The results of statistical analysis (repeated measure ANOVA) indicate that there is a significant main effect of training [F (1,32) = 65.18, p < .001]. Mean scores of correct match were also calculated for the single speech acts (requests, orders and grantings) (table 4).

Table 1. Confusion matrix between intended and perceived pragmatic functions in pre-training phase.

| Intended pragmatic functions | Perceived pragmatic functions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>39.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>47.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>16.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Confusion matrix between intended and perceived pragmatic functions in post-training phase.

| Intended pragmatic functions | Perceived pragmatic functions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>57.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>11.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>12.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean percentage of correct match between intended and perceived pragmatic functions by training phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-training (A)</th>
<th>Post training (B)</th>
<th>Differences (B – A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>33.61%</td>
<td>60.04%</td>
<td>26.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Mean percentage of correct match between intended and perceived pragmatic functions by speech act and training phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-training (A)</th>
<th>Post training (B)</th>
<th>Differences (B – A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requests</td>
<td>52.52%</td>
<td>75.21%</td>
<td>22.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orders</td>
<td>39.92%</td>
<td>57.98%</td>
<td>18.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grantings</td>
<td>8.40%</td>
<td>47.06%</td>
<td>38.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences between pre- and post-training phases were statistically significant [F (2; 32) = 32.13, p < 0.001] for the three speech acts under study. These results thus suggests that self-imitation prosodic training improves the ability of L2
learners to modulate the rhythmic and prosodic parameters as it was expected by native listeners. However this training technique exerts a different influence depending on the speech act. The statistic analysis of data also reveals significant interactions between training and speech act [F (2,32) = 3.51, p < 0.005]. Indeed, as shown by the fourth column of table 4 (Differences B-A), the best improvement is obtained by Grantings. The percentage of correct identification indeed shifts from 8.4% in the Pre-training phase to 47.06% of the Post-training phase.

As regards the validity of self-imitation prosodic training to weaken the strength of foreign accent, our data seem to indicate that this technique does not seem to produce any meaningful effect. The average rate of accentedness does not change significantly before and after training (Pre: 3.43; Post: 3.53)

3. Conclusions

This work aimed to assess the validity of self-imitation technique for the improvement of pronunciation and communication effectiveness in L2 Italian. The study involved Japanese learners of Italian with an upper intermediate level of linguistic competence.

The results showed that self-imitation prosodic training helps learners memorize and reproduce intonation patterns corresponding to the native listeners’ expectations. In the pragmatic function identification task, the percentage of correct match between intended and perceived communicative intentions increases significantly after the training session. The improvement regards all the three speech acts under study, especially grantings.

In line with previous studies on Italian [28],[29], request is the easiest speech act to perform by L2 Italian learners. It is immediately followed by order, that is unambiguously recognized by more than half of native listeners. Japanese learners’ ability to better convey requests and orders than granting is not surprising. In fact, language learners do not have the same degree of difficulty about the three speech acts. Directives (requests and orders) are the most frequently used speech act in classroom interaction [36] and, thus, they are present in the input since the early stage of interlanguage development. On the contrary, granting is rarely presented in advanced level language courses.

As for the effectiveness of self-imitation for foreign accent reduction, in this study the training session has not played any relevant role. Similarly to the outcomes found with elementary Chinese learners of Italian [29], no differences were found between the pre- and post-training phases. Even though the subjects examined in this study have an upper intermediate level of morpho-syntactic competence in the target language, their productions were not so accurate on segmental level. It is important to remember that the Japanese subjects had a limited exposure to native input, since they had been studying Italian above all in classroom setting and with Japanese teachers. Therefore, a training specifically focused on the suprasegmental features of speech does not ensure the reduction of foreign accentedness.

In order to study in depth the effectiveness of self imitation prosodic training, further steps of this research will involve learners with different mother tongues and level of linguistic competence. Additionally, contrastive spectro-acoustic analysis of the pre- and post-training productions will be carried out in order to highlight the acoustic features most susceptible of variations after self imitation.
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